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Your favourites look newer for longer
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Alex Perry
and Electrolux
For the past 20 years, Alex Perry has
built a fashion empire that has earned
him an international reputation as a
true showman.
His signature design style; charming,
bold and provocative, has been
embraced by some of the world’s
most famous and beautiful women
and his designs featured on the
front covers of Australia’s leading
glossy magazines.
Alex Perry has been part of the
Electrolux family for over 10 years and
has co-created the Electrolux Fashion
Care Guide, bringing you seasonal tips
on what to wear and how to care for
your garments – with looks to take
you around the calendar - from sunny
beach days, autumn chills, winter
warmers and Spring Racing
fashion etiquette.
From everyday items through to
delicate designer pieces, keeping your
wardrobe looking newer for longer
has never been easier thanks to the
Electrolux UltraMix™ – a washing
machine that loves and cares for your
clothes as much as you do.
Get ready to experience a whole new
way of wearing and caring for your
fashion favourites with Alex Perry
and Electrolux.

Model wears Alex Perry dress, Steve Madden shoes

Your favourites look newer for longer

STYLE GUIDE
THE FASHION MUST-KNOWS:
FOUR FASHION TIPS
ALEX PERRY RELIES ON
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	The number one rule is to dress for your
body type and know what works for you.
It’s about looking at yourself honestly
and editing your look to highlight your
shape. Add an accessory, tie, wrap and
experiment until you have a look which
you can own that accentuates your
favourite features.
 o for quality over quantity. Instead
G
of buying four pairs of cheap shoes,
buy one or two pairs that will last for
seasons and you can build looks around.
The same applies for how you should
purchase clothing.
	It doesn’t matter what age or shape,
every woman should invest in quality
undergarments. Look for lingerie and
shapewear that will smooth and lift.
	If there is one item which every woman
needs in her wardrobe it’s a little black
dress. Invest in a style that suits your
body shape and you’ll wear it from
season to season.

Model wears Alex Perry dress, Steve Madden shoes

SUMMER
“Crisp white teamed with faded denim
and an amazing pair of slides”

From sexy swimwear, colourful coverups
and breezy maxi dresses, Alex says the
key to summer fashion is to think resort.

THE FIVE THINGS YOU NEED
FOR SUMMER:

“Our Australian summer is all about the
beach so I take note of Europe. People
put thought into their outfits - even if
they’re just going to the beach. Australian
summer lends itself to white so think
crisp whites teamed with faded denim
and an amazing pair of slides.”
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“I would like to see summer fashion be a
bit more playful. Mix whites with brights
and don’t be afraid to experiment with
colour. I think that even though it’s hot
and you can be casual and still look
stylish and elegant.”
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Model wears Alex Perry dress

 bright dress that will pop against
A
a summer tan.
	
A high heel strappy sandal.
	
A great pair of jeans which are
faded or a little bit torn. Get a style
that you can wear with a flat shoe or
trainer but will also look incredible
with a heel.




A slouchy t-shirt that you can
wear with skinny jeans and a bikini
underneath for a cool summer vibe.
A great bikini - not just for the
beach but for wearing under a sun
or maxi dress.

AUT
UM
N

Autumn fashion can be tricky in
Australia because it’s transient
between summer and winter.
You know you’re not in summer
anymore but it’s not really
winter yet either!
Alex shares his take on style
for autumn. “In one word...
transitional! It’s finding pieces
which will bump up your
summer wardrobe to tie you
over until winter. You don’t
have to change your wardrobe
too much.”
“Layering is key and I love a
big slouchy knit, especially when
you aren’t ready to put
a big coat on but you still want
to be comfortable.”

ALEX’S TIPS:
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Invest in trans-seasonal garments

“Layering is key”

A beautiful knit which can be layered
under a dress for a glam night out
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A light weight jacket or coat
that will take you from cooler
summer nights into autumn

A seasonal scarf to keep you warm
and add glamour to your look.
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Ugg boots (for home only!)

Model wears Zara Turtleneck knit, Alex Perry dress, Tony Bianco shoes

Model wears Zara Sweater, Zara Coat, Zara Jeans,
Alex Perry x Tony Bianco Boots

“Yes you want to be warm but you
need to still embrace your shape”

Winter fashion shouldn’t mean hiding
away under mountains of clothing. Alex
guides us through the coolest winter
fashion tips this season.
“The one thing I’ve never understood is
when people layer-up to the extent that
you can’t see their body shape at all
underneath their clothes. Yes, you want
to be warm, but you need to still embrace
your shape.”
“My favourite winter look is a pair of
slim fit jeans, teamed with over the knee
heeled boots and a large coat or knit.
Keeping the jeans skinny and boots high
means that you can layer it up and be
warm but still accentuate your shape and
keep something chic underneath.”

WINTER MUST-HAVES:

•

If there’s one thing you need to
update your winter wardrobe this year,
it’s over-the-knee boots with a heel.
They were shown at lots of different
collections in Paris this year so should
be your go-to this winter. I love a
medium grey suede because it looks
classy and is versatile.

• Oversized knits and coats that can
be worn with slim-line denim to
accentuate your shape.

WINTER

Spring fashion can be as bright and
bold as you like, as long as you follow
the rules.

ALEX’S RULES FOR SPRING
RACING FASHION:
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“Spring is one of my favourite seasons.
The weather is warmer and there are
important dates in the diary such as the
Spring Racing Carnival which always
tops the style stakes,” says Alex.

“I love a floral print but worn in a modern
shape like a short peasant dress for a
contemporary twist. You also need the
right floral. Not one that grandma
would wear!”

“I love a floral
print but worn
in a modern
shape like a short
peasant dress”

Model wears Alex Perry dress
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	Follow the rules: It sounds
obvious but the key to nailing
Spring Racing fashion is to follow
the rules. Each racing season there
are guidelines on what you should
and shouldn’t wear. Follow the
rules, but be creative and think
outside the square
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	 Grooming: Immaculate grooming
is a must for the races because
you are up close and personal
with people you barely know. Pay
attention to all of the little details;
get a great blow dry, get your nails
done and do a beautiful job of
your makeup!
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	Don’t pack on the makeup: You
want a glam, natural look because
you’re standing in the blazing sun
and if you have gone overboard,
it’s noticeable. Remember, you’re
not going to a night club!
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	Check yourself: I have said it once
and I will say it again, invest in a
good under garment. Even for
those dresses which are light and
don’t have much structure, you
will look better if what’s going on
underneath the dress looks really
good. And don’t forget to check
your behind in a mirror before you
walk out the door to make sure
everything’s working!

Keep your favourite clothes looking newer for longer with a little bit of know-how
and TLC from Alex Perry and Electrolux.
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 ix it up: Give your clothes the care they need with the right technology. I love
the Electrolux UltraMix™ washing machine because it premixes the water and
detergent in a special chamber before the beginning of the cycle to maximise
cleaning power at a cooler temperature. Alex says: “It’s the same as when we dye
fabric. We’d never throw the dye and water in with the clothes because at some
point it’s going to concentrate somewhere. Pre mixing the detergent means that
it’s fully dissolved and activated before it hits your clothes.”
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Don’t overwash: Overwashing will damage your clothes so instead, refresh your
garments before wear using the Electrolux Vapour Refresh program. This short
refresh cycle will quickly freshen and revive your garments without washing to
keep them bright and stylish. It will remove odours and wrinkles and keep dresses,
shirts and suits fresh between cleans.
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Cool down: Washing at a high temperature will break down the fibres over time
and can shrink your clothes. You don’t need to wash hot, you just need to prep
your clothes properly. It’s a bit old school but wash collars, cuffs and any stained
areas with laundry soap before they go into the wash.
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 ut your dry-cleaning bill: Dry cleaning fluids on pale items can discolour the
C
fabric over time. Instead, wash using the Electrolux Jetsystem which gently
massages the water and detergent through your wash to provide superior care
that your clothes deserve.
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Away with stain pain: If you happen to spill something on your whites, get some
water or soda water on the stain immediately so it doesn’t set in the fibres. Then
get the garment into the wash as soon as possible.
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Stay fresh: Freshen your clothes by adding a bit of fabric softener in the wash to
make them smell and feel nice - nothing too strong, just give it a fresh edge.

Your favourites look newer for longer
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